MONDAY MAY 7, 2018
Pledge to the flag
Larry Underwood passed away last week in Ohio. There will not be a service.
Clara McMillian is in Legends recovering from knee surgery.
Larry Booth fell, broke his leg and had to have surgery. He is currently in rehab at
DHR.
Joan Guthrie is living in Saginaw, MI and is doing well.
Mary Kitkowski led us in prayer.
We sang Happy Birthday to those born in May – Irene Klanecky, Barbara Horne,
Linda Beem, JoCarol White, Dave Ochs, Diana Weber, Roy West and Terry
Ernest. Mary Kitkowski baked cookies and Linda Beem brought donuts for the
May birthdays. Mary and Matt will be leaving the park on Sunday.
Wednesday night dance every Wednesday. Hamburgers and hot dogs will be
ready at 4:00.
Peter Piper Pizza tomorrow at 11:30. Sign-up sheet on the board.
No Thirsty Thursday.
THINGS ARE REALLY MOVING AT THE TIP – (SEE PICTURES BELOW)

FROM 923

TO 446

Pam’s Notes
Trailer being moved compliments from Barbara Horne.
Good Evening..
..
the Lynchs wrote:
had car problems on the way home. Got to our daughters and had more bad news. Stayed 3
weeks helping out. Finally got home last night. Things are looking up thank the lord. Take care
everyone and have a great summer. Dick and Bonnie Lynch
Marty and Eilene Wilhelm wrote:
Good Morning Tip of Texas Family
Marty has results to all of his tests. He has severe arthritis and the bones are restricting his
nerves causing his walking and balance.
Primary concern now is his aneurysm in abdomen area. It has to be removed surgically. Two
procedures are being talked as I write this with the vascular doctor and heart doctor trying to
determine the best one taking in considerate of all of his other issues. We have faith in the
doctors and feel we have the best.
Our faith in God will get us thru this most difficult time. Please keep us in your prayers.
Will keep all informed as we go from day to day.
Pat Allison
We have arrived safely back in Paris, after a number of sidetracks visiting family and friends all
the way. Weather has been perfect, but are heading out of town Tuesday for grandson's
receiving his doctorate at Virginia Tech, then back to Peoria for another grandson's BA. Then
on the 15th to Nashville TN for checkup on my pacemaker at Vanderbilt, and I think after that I
can start putting out flowers. See you next fall, if not before.
Pat
The Simpsons:
Well we made it home safe Friday night safe and sound. We had a great tail wind pushing us
home. Stopped for a quick visit with Cliff's cousin in Waxahatchie and as soon as we pulled
back onto the highway we had a torrential downpour so bad we had to pull under a overpass so I
could figure out the windshield wipers. Only lasted half an hour and then clear sailing and
beautiful weather all the way home. Love coming home to MN just as much as I love going to
Texas, but now the fun of unpacking and yard work.. Weather is nice enough for me to take all
my plants out into the shade till I can get housework done and invest in a few more plants before
gardening.
Our son is coming to take us out for dinner tomorrow evening to celebrate Cliff's 80th birthday
then a family funeral Thursday with a few doctor appointments in between.
Good to be home and getting back in the grove. Looks like a warm summer.
Hi to all our TOT friends until the fall,
DeLores & Cliff Simpson

Faye and Wally Pensil called and left a message that they had arrived home after 2 1/2 days on
the road. Wally was doing fine.
We're so glad that all of these Tipsters have made their way north and getting back into their
usual routines.
Have a good week. Pam

